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Future fusion power plants will operate in detached divertor conditions to re-
duce the power loads to the divertor targets to acceptable levels. The onset
of divertor detachment is experimentally observed at lower separatrix densities
than predicted by simulations, which may potentially be explained by molecular
effects. This thesis investigates the impact of including molecules on divertor
detachment in DIII-D low-confinement mode plasmas using the edge fluid code
UEDGE. Parameter scans in electron separatrix density are carried out for deu-
terium plasmas with intrinsic carbon impurities. Corresponding scans are carried
out with diffusive fluid, deuterium molecules with varying, but spatially constant
temperatures included in UEDGE. The model considers molecular dissociation,
where the dissociation energy is extracted from the electron energy equation. The
Franck-Condon energy is returned through the atom energy equation. The scans
were evaluated in configurations with the ion ∇B drift in the direction of the
lower divertor excluded and included. The simulations were compared to assess
the effect of molecules and drifts on the separatrix density required for outer di-
vertor detachment. Including molecules, but excluding cross-field drifts, resulted
in a 25% reduction in separatrix density required for detachment onset. This is
an effect of dissociative cooling of the electrons. Increasing the molecular temper-
ature from 0.025 eV to 1 eV was found to shift the onset of plasma detachment to
9% higher separatrix densities. Increasing the molecular temperature increases
the total power in the domain, which causes the increase in separatrix density
required for detachment. Including drifts increased the separatrix density for de-
tachment by 10%, for the no-molecule simulations. This effect is due to cross-field
drifts causing divertor asymmetries toward the inner divertor leg. For the simula-
tions including molecules and considering drifts, a stable, high-density, radiative
region formed inside the core domain for ne,sep > 1.6× 1019 m−3. No increase in
separatrix density for divertor detachment was observed. The radiating region
inside the core domain is due to drift-driven flows increasing the densities inside
the core domain where the strongly radiating impurities become confined. The
thesis shows that molecular effects have a pronounced role on divertor detachment
in UEDGE. However, further investigations are required to assess the validity of
the constants used in the UEDGE molecular model.
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Framtidens fusionskraftverk kommer verka under fo¨rh˚allanden d˚a plasman a¨r
lo¨sgjord fr˚an divertorn, och divertorns va¨rmebelastning reducerats markant. Ex-
perimentellt observerade separatrix-densiteter fo¨r plasmans lo¨sgo¨rande a¨r la¨gre
a¨n vad som fo¨rutses av fluid-simulationer, och kan delvis vara ett resultat av
molekyla¨ra processer. Detta arbete utva¨rderar molekylers inverkan p˚a plasmans
lo¨sgo¨rande i svagt sammanh˚allna DIII-D plasman med hja¨lp av multifluidko-
den UEDGE. Plasmans egenskaper underso¨ks som funktion av elektronernas
separatrix-densitet fo¨r deuterium-plasman med kolorenheter. Simulationer utfo¨rs
i UEDGE med diffunderande, fluida deuterium-molekyler med olika, i rymden
konstanta, temperaturer exkluderade samt inkluderade. Den molekyla¨ra model-
len i UEDGE beaktar dissociation av molekyler till tv˚a atomer, som minskar
elektronfluidens energi med dissociationsenergin. Atomfluidens energi o¨kar med
Franck-Condon energin i dissociationsprocessen. Simulationerna utfo¨rs med joner-
nas ∇B-stro¨mningar i riktning mot den nedre divertorn exkluderade samt inklu-
derade. Simulationernas resultat ja¨mfo¨rs och molekylernas samt stro¨mningarnas
effekt p˚a plasmans lo¨sgo¨rande fr˚an den yttre divertorn utva¨rderas. Separatrix-
densiteten fo¨r lo¨sgo¨rande minskar med 25% d˚a molekyler inkluderas, fo¨r de
stro¨mningsfria simulationerna. Detta a¨r ett resultat av elektronernas dissoci-
ativa energifo¨rlust. D˚a molekylernas temperatur o¨kas fr˚an 0.025 eV till 1 eV
o¨kar separatrix-densiteten fo¨r plasmans lo¨sgo¨rande med 9%. En o¨kning i mole-
kylernas temperatur resulterar i en o¨kning av plasmans totala energi, som leder
till ho¨gre separatrix-densiteter fo¨r plasmans lo¨sgo¨rande. D˚a stro¨mningar beaktas
o¨kar separatrix-densiteten fo¨r lo¨sgo¨rande med 10%, fo¨r simulationer exkluderan-
de molekyler. Detta beror p˚a en asymmetrisk fo¨rskjutning av plasmans densitet
mot den inre divertorn orsakad av stro¨mningarna. Fo¨r simulationer som inklu-
derar molekyler och stro¨mningar uppst˚ar en stabil, starkt radiativ region med
ho¨g densitet i ka¨rnan d˚a ne,sep > 1.6 × 1019 m−3. Ingen fo¨ra¨ndring i separatrix-
densiteten fo¨r plasmans lo¨sgo¨rande observeras. Den radiativa regionen a¨r ett resul-
tat av stro¨mningar, som o¨kar densiteten i plasmans ka¨rna var radiativa orenheter
fa¨ngslas. Atbetets slutsats a¨r att molekyla¨ra processer har en uppenbar inverkan
p˚a plasmans lo¨sgo¨rande i UEDGE. Dock bo¨r vidare arbeten underso¨ka huruvida
de konstanter som anva¨nds i UEDGE a¨r va¨lgrundade.
Nyckelord: fusion, plasma, divertor, molekyler, plasmans lo¨sgo¨rande
Spr˚ak: Engelska
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The global energy demand is expected to rise by 30% between today and year
2040 due to increased energy demand in India and developing Southeast-
Asian economies [1]. The energy required to meet the increased demand
cannot be produced from fossil sources as man-made climate change has an
increasingly pronounced effect globally, with potentially devastating conse-
quences if carbon-dioxide emission increases from present levels [2]. One
prospective substitute for power production is fusion power. Fusion power is
based on forging new nuclear bonds and is the process that power stars. Fu-
sion power has several advantages compared to fission power: hydrogen as the
fusion fuel is abundant and readily available in most parts of the world [3],
the delicate equilibrium in fusion reactors are not susceptible to runaway
events, the fusion waste is not radioactive, and fusion has energy densities
eclipsing those of conventional power plants. The main drawback of fusion
power is its technological complexity: the principle of fusion is based on light
nuclei tunneling through the Coulomb barrier formed between charged nu-
clei in order to create a heavier nucleus. Sufficient tunneling probabilities
are required for power productions, which are achieved at high densities and
temperatures exceeding 110 million Kelvins, or 10 keV.1 The high temper-
atures required for fusion reactions fully ionizes the fuel, which becomes a
fully ionized gas known as a plasma, the fourth state of matter.
There are several principles for achieving the required densities and tem-
peratures, and competing machine designs for each principle. This work con-
siders magnetic confinement fusion, where the fusion plasma is suspended in
magnetic fields, as in the tokamak device DIII-D. In its diverted configura-
tion secondary magnetic coils are used to create a magnetic null, the X-point,
and open magnetic field lines terminating at the vessel walls (Fig. 1.1). The
1The convention within the field is to use electron volts as the unit of temperature will
be used henceforth in this work
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Figure 1.1: A schematic of the poloidal cross-section of a fusion plasma in
DIII-D. The regions of the diverted tokamak configuration are marked.
surface where the magnetic field lines terminate, the divertor targets, are
designed to withstand plasma surface interaction (PSI). The magnetic con-
figuration separates the divertor chamber and PSI from the plasma core.
Various methods, such as impurity seeding, can be utilized in the divertor
chamber to reduce the power flux to the plasma-facing components (PFC)
to within the material limits, allowing the PFCs to sustain prolonged plasma
operation of the fusion device.
The prospective operational mode of future fusion reactors is the de-
tached regime, where a cushion of neutral atoms and molecules is formed
in front of the divertor targets. The detachment of the plasma occurs once
the plasma temperatures at the targets reach < 1 eV through volumetric
radiation losses. The heat flux density incident on the PFCs is greatly re-
duced at such a low plasma temperature as neutral gas impede the flow of
plasma, at temperatures around 100 eV, onto the target plates. The form-
ing of a neutral cushion is believed to be strongly dependent on volumetric
recombination in the divertor region, occuring at low temperature and high
density. Studies have found that dissociative and molecule assisted recom-
bination rates can be significantly higher than electron ion recombination.
Thus, understanding the impact molecules has on the divertor conditions
may be crucial in understanding and controlling detachment in present and
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future fusion devices.
Future fusion devices are assessed and designed based on predictive com-
puter simulations since plasma conditions vary with the device size. Presently,
reactor conditions cannot be reached in existing devices. Accurately predict-
ing the operating conditions and the heat fluxes to the PFCs is key to suc-
cessful and prolonged operation of next generation devices. There are several
numerical codes written for predicting the plasma properties in the scrape-
off layer of fusion plasmas. These plasma edge codes have the capability of
modeling fusion-relevant plasmas in different geometries including intrinsic
and seeding impurities. The most established edge codes are SOLPS [4],
EDGE2D-EIRENE [5, 6], and UEDGE [7]. The former two codes model
the plasma species as fluids and molecules and atoms are considered by the
kinetic EIRENE code package [8].
However, kinetic modeling of molecules and atoms is a computationally
significant task. Additionally, the coupling of the kinetic and fluid codes
means that numerical convergence cannot be achieved. For sufficiently col-
lisional plasmas, fluid modeling of molecules and atoms can qualitatively
predict the plasma properties [9, 10, 11]. The advantages of using a multi-
fluid code over coupled kinetic codes are the capability of modeling non-linear
processes in significantly shorter run times and steady-state convergence to
double-digit computer precision. The multi-fluid code UEDGE [7] has been
used to investigate the effect considering molecules has on the steady-state
plasma solution.
This thesis is built around the following sections: chapter 2 outlines fu-
sion power production, the tokamak, and the scrape-off layer. A detailed
description of the physics model and equations solved by UEDGE is pre-
sented in chapter 3 and the UEDGE simulations are described in chapter 4.
The results of a comparative study of UEDGE simulations without cross-field
drifts excluding and considering molecules in the fusion plasma are presented
in chapter 5. The results of representative analysis of the effects of drifts for
the same setups are also presented in chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses the find-
ings of the work, the main conclusions of which are presented in chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Fusion principles
Fission and fusion power are based on the principle of mass change releasing
energy according to Einstein’s famous theorem ∆E = ∆mc2. The mass
difference of the products compared to the reactants is released as kinetic
energy distributed between the products. The fusion reaction is facilitated
by the strong interaction, which has a range in the order of 10−15 m, or
femtometers. Thus, for a fusion reaction to take place, the reactants need to
be brought within this range of each other for the nuclei to fuse. However,
the charged nuclei exert strong Coulomb repulsion on each other. The net
potential of the Coulomb and strong interaction results in a Coulomb barrier
and a potential well within the range of the strong interaction [12]. The size
of the Coulomb barrier depends on the product of the nuclear charge of the
reactants [12]. Thus, lighter elements have a lesser potential to overcome,
although the barrier of two hydrogen nuclei is still of the order of hundreds
of keV. Due to quantum mechanical tunneling through the Coulomb barrier,
there is a finite probability of fusion reactions occurring at energies below
the potential of the Coulomb barrier. The probability of a fusion reaction
to occur by quantum mechanical tunneling can be described by the fusion
cross-section ([σ] = m2) [12].
The reaction rate per unit volume, R = ninj〈σv〉, is dependent on the
reactant number densities (ni and nj) and the expectation value of the reac-
tivity
〈σv〉 ∼
∫
v
f(v)σ(v)vdv ∼
∫ ∞
0
e
− E
kBT
−2G
, (2.1)
assuming a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution of the reactants:
f(v) ∼ v2e− mv
2
2kbT , (2.2)
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where m is the particle mass, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the ambient
temperature, v the relative velocity of the fusing nuclei, and G the tunneling
probability.
Fusion is the process that powers the stars. The stellar fusion chain is,
however, not replicable on earth due to its small fusion cross-section. In stars
the small cross-section is mediated by high number densities, facilitated by
their immense gravity and hence referred to as gravitational confinement fu-
sion. Controlled, man-made fusion relies on hydrogenic fusion as the prospec-
tive source of energy due to the high energy yield and comparatively high
reaction rates of the reactions at low temperatures compared to other fusion
reactions [12, 13, 14]. Future fusion power plants are expected to operate
using deuterium and tritium (D-T) as fuel. Deuterium and tritium are hy-
drogen isotopes of mass 2 au and 3 au, respectively. However, tritium is an
unstable isotope, undergoing a β-decay with a half-life of 12.32 years, mak-
ing naturally occurring tritium a scarce resource. Thankfully, tritium can be
readily bred from Lithium, using neutrons (tritium breeding) [14]. The D-T
reaction yields energetic neutrons, which can be used for tritium breeding in
breeding blankets that surround the reactor vessel of future fusion devices.
The low-energy β-emission also pose licensing concerns since tritium can
react with oxygen to form tritiated water which, when ingested, poses a
radiation hazard. Since tritium is retained in the PFCs of fusion devices D-
T operation causes regulatory restrictions, health concerns, and necessitates
maintenance periods in reactor operation. As a result, presently most fusion
reactors operate with D-D fusion, permitting ease of operation. Benefits of
deuterium operation are the abundant availability of deuterium in water and
the scalability of the D-D reaction power yields to that of D-T fusion by a
factor of 210, validating D-D projections of D-T performance [15].
2.2 Thermonuclear fusion
Thermonuclear fusion is based on providing the energy required to achieve
fusion power production by sufficient tunneling through the Coulomb-barrier
as thermal energy. The fuel is heated to temperatures of 10 keV and reaches
a plasma state: the fuel becomes a fully ionized gas consisting of positive
ions, and electrons. Fusion plasmas are assumed to be quasineutral:
ne =
∑
j
Zjnj, (2.3)
where n are the densities, the subscripts e and j refers to electrons and the
ionic species, respectively, and Z to the charge state of the corresponding
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ion. Due to the presence of free charges in the plasma, interior electric fields
are screened within a distance of the order of the Debye length (λDebye =√
0kTe/nee2, where Te is the electron temperature and e the elementary
charge) [13]. In tokamaks the Debye length is typically of the order of 10−4 m.
Outside the Debye length, plasmas are neutral and display collective behavior
due to the electromagnetic (EM) interaction between the plasma species [14]
The ultimate goal of fusion research is to produce net power, which occurs
when the thermal output of a fusion reactor exceeds the input heating power.
The ratio of thermal fusion power to the applied input power is defined as
the gain factor Q = Pin/Pfusion. For net power production, or break-even,
to occur Q must exceed unity. Future fusion power plants must, therefore,
operate at Q > 100. So far, the highest gain factor achieved is Q = 0.62 in
JET [15], whereas ITER is projected to achieve Q = 10.
The ideal operational space for fusion power plants is at ignition, when no
external power is needed and the fusion power carried by the confined fusion
α particles is sufficient to overcome the power losses to create a self-sustained
burning plasma: Q → ∞. The triple product is an extension of the Lawson
criterion [16] and describes the conditions required to achieve ignition. The
triple product describes a dependency on temperature. The minima for D-
T fusion occurs around T = 15 keV, for which the triple product can be
expressed as [14]
nTτE > 5× 1021 m3s−3keV, (2.4)
where τE is the plasma energy confinement time.
Magnetic confinement fusion (MCF), which is based on the principle of
using electromagnetic fields to confine the plasma for prolonged times (τE ≈
several seconds) at low pressure (n ≈ 1020 m−3, T ≈ 15 keV), has emerged as
the front-runner for fusion power production and is the focus for this work.
2.3 The tokamak
The tokamak is a well-established design, which has been developed and re-
searched since the 1960s due to its relatively simple design and axisymmetry.
It confines the plasma in a toroidal EM field generated by planar toroidal
field coils (Fig. 2.1). According to the Lorentz force, assuming E = 0, the
charged plasma is confined in the directions perpendicular to the magnetic
field, and is free to move in the parallel direction. In a tokamak the plasma
is confined in the parallel direction by closing the field lines on themselves in
a toroidal magentic field (BΦ).
According to Ampere’s law the magnetic field is stronger at the toroidal
axis where the coils are denser. Thus the inboard and outboard sides of
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Figure 2.1: A schematic of the magnetic coils and resulting fields in a toka-
mak. The main engineering and field components are marked. Courtesy of
EUROfusion [17].
the poloidal cross-section are commonly referred to as the high and low-
field sides (LFS and HFS), respectively. This non-uniformity induces a B×
∇B-drift [13], which results in charge separation in the plasma due to the
oppositely charged electrons and ions. The resulting electric field induces
an E × B-drift [13] radially outwards from the toroidal axis, which leads
to loss of plasma confinement. In order to alleviate charge separation a
poloidal magnetic field (Bθ) is generated. This is accomplished by a central
solenoid at the toroidal axis of symmetry inducing a toroidal current (IΦ) in
the plasma, which acts as the secondary circuit, and in turn generates the
poloidal magnetic field component. The plasma confinement in tokamaks is,
however, also affected by other drifts. For example, due to the curvature of
the magnetic field curvature drifts [13] are also present in tokamaks.
The resulting helical field has magnetic field lines, which close on them-
selves, creating nested flux surfaces. The flux surfaces approach a single
magnetic field line, the magnetic axis [14], at the center of the torus where
the pressure is at its maximum. For steady-state operation of tokamaks, the
two forces acting on the plasma, the magnetic force and the plasma pressure
must balance [13], resulting in flux surfaces of constant pressure. Due to en-
gineering restrictions on the current, the poloidal magnetic field is typically
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the tokamak coordinate system [3].
small compared to the toroidal magnetic field (Bθ ≈ 0.1BΦ), resulting in a
small magnetic pitch angle (Bθ/BΦ).
The axisymmetry of the toroidal tokamak allows for spatial locations to be
defined by tokamak coordinates (Fig. 2.2). The coordinates Φ and θ describe
the toroidal and poloidal angle, respectively. The distance between the axis
of symmetry and the magnetic axis is referred to as the major radius (R)
and the distance from the magnetic axis is referred to as the minor radius
(r). The parallel direction refers to the direction parallel to the magnetic
field lines and the parallel distance commonly used to define distance in the
parallel direction. The half-distance between the targets along the parallel
field lines, the connection length L ≈ piRq, is a common figure of merit for
tokamak devices.
Poloidally diverted tokamaks have a magnetic topology with an X-point
separating the main chamber from the divertor chamber (Fig. 1.1). The
poloidal magnetic equilibrium is now defined by a last closed flux-surface
(LCFS), commonly referred to as the separatrix (Fig. 1.1). The LCFS sepa-
rates the closed flux surfaces of the confined core region from the open flux
surfaces which are referred to as the scrape-off layer (SOL), discussed below.
The open flux surfaces are diverted away from the core plasma into the diver-
tor and terminate at the divertor targets (Fig. 1.1). The separatrix intersect
with the inner and outer targets (IT and OT, respectively) and are referred
to as the inner and outer (or high-field side and low-field side) strike points
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(ISP and OSP), respectively. The radial positions of the separatrix at the
height of the magnetic axis in the poloidal plane are defined as the inner and
outer midplane (IMP and OMP), respectively.
Particle and power transport in the direction normal to the flux sur-
faces is referred to as cross-field transport. The cross-field transport in toka-
maks has been found to exceed classical and neoclassical predictions and is
dominated by turbulent transport. Tokamaks have been found to operate at
different modes depending on the core heating power, with better confine-
ment at higher input power and density (high-confinement mode) [18]. How-
ever, high-confinement mode plasmas exhibit transient events (edge-localized
modes [19]). This work investigates low-confinement mode plasmas in the
DIII-D tokamak, and does not treat high-confinement mode processes.
2.4 The scrape-off layer
The scrape-off layer, or SOL, is the narrow region surrounding the plasma
core and links the core plasma to the PFCs. The plasma species flow in the
parallel direction along the open field lines in the SOL at their respective
thermal velocities (v‖,j = cs,j =
√
2kBTj/mj, where the subscript j refers
to the plasma species) [13]. Typical thermal velocities in the SOL for deu-
terium ions and electrons are v‖,i ≈ 104 − 105 m s−1 and v‖,e ≈ 106 m s−1,
respectively. The turbulence-driven cross-field transport creates a steady
flux of particles and energy across the separatrix into the SOL, of the order
v⊥ = 1 m s−1 [18]. The low v⊥/v‖ ratio results in PSI taking place predomi-
nantly on a narrow, relative to the connection length, area close to the strike
points: APSI ≈ 2(2piR)λSOL. Additionally, the parallel velocity can be split
into components in toroidal and poloidal direction (vΦ and vθ, respectively)
where the ratio vΦ/vθ is determined by the ratio BΦ/Bθ. Since Bθ ≈ 10BΦ
in present tokamaks, the velocity in the toroidal direction is much greater
than the velocity in the poloidal direction. Thus, the analysis of tokamaks
are usually carried out on the poloidal cross section of the device where the
poloidal projections of velocities are considered, under the assumption of
toroidal uniformity due to vΦ  vθ.
A property unique to the divertor SOL is the existence of a private flux
region (PFR), defined as the plasma volume contained below the separatrix
in the divertor legs (Fig. 1.1). The PFR is magnetically isolated from the core
plasma by the X-point, and the only plasma and heat source into the PFR
are cross-field transport across the separatrix from the common SOL. Due to
the absence of a PFR-core interface and the relatively small area available
for cross-field transport from the SOL, the PFR plasmas have significantly
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lower temperatures and densities compared to the main SOL. As a result
the ionization rates in the PFR are low and atom and molecule densities are
expected to be high in the PFR.
Following conservation of energy, all power transported over the separa-
trix from the core is deposited onto the vessel walls. Principally, the power
in tokamaks is deposited onto the PFCs as kinetic and potential energy over
the small area APSI . The power flux incident on the plates must be main-
tained within the material limitations of the PFCs, typically considered to be
10 MW m−2, to maintain the integrity of the divertor targets. The focus of
tokamak edge physics is hence on SOL predictions and its control. One prin-
cipal aim of edge physics is to predict and alleviate the effects of sputtering,
melting and fuel embedding at the targets. Common methods for decreasing
the incident target heat flux density is to alter the magnetic topology in an
effort to spread the heat flux over a wider divertor area and seeding radiat-
ing impurities in the divertor leg with the aim of radiating power without
quenching the core plasma.
The scrape-off layer has been observed to operate at different power ex-
haust regimes, with different dominating mechanisms. These regimes are de-
pendent on the SOL collisionality parameter (νSOL) which roughly describes
the average number of elastic self-scattering events of the plasma particles
before being deposited onto the divertor plates [18]
νSOL =
L
λmfp
≈ 10−16Lne
T 2
, (2.5)
where λmfp is the mean free path of the ions and electrons and [T ] = eV.
The electron thermal velocity and conductivity are higher than that of
the ions due to their lower mass (assuming Te ≈ Ti), resulting in faster
particle and heat transport to the targets compared to the ions. Thus, the
initial influx of electrons on the divertor plates causes the plates to become
negatively charged. This gives rise to a region of an ambipolar electric field,
referred to as the sheath. The sheath acts as a high power filter for the
electrons, as only the electrons with sufficient energy to overcome the electric
repulsion reaches the plate. Thus, the sheath cools the electron population
along the SOL, and increases the ion energy in the sheath. However, the
total energy reaching the targets is equivalent to the power reaching the
sheath edge (SE) [18].
Fluid codes commonly model the plasma up to the sheath edge, where
the ambipolar plasma flow reaches at least sonic velocity (vSE ≥ cs =√
(Te + Ti)/mi) according to the Bohm criterion [20]. The total parallel
heat flux density (q‖) incident on the SE is limited by the electron and ion
sheath heat transmission coefficients (γe and γi, respectively). The sheath
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Figure 2.3: Figure outlining the target density dependence on upstream den-
sity. Note the logarithmic axes [17].
heat transmission coefficients are convenient approximations for the power
removed from the electron and ion channel through potentials caused by the
sheath and the Bohm condition (γe ∼ 4.5− 5.5 and γi ∼ 1.5− 3 [18, 21]).
2.4.1 The scrape-off layer regimes.
The behavior of the SOL can be described by three distinct regimes, depend-
ing on the collisionality parameter of the SOL [18].
2.4.2 Low νSOL: the sheath-limited regime
At low SOL collisionality power is transported in the parallel direction by
thermal convection. Power enters at the upstream location, referring to a
location above the divertor legs where power can be considered to enter the
SOL, and is deposited at the divertor targets, the downstream location. The
advective nature of convective heat transport results in a flowing, isother-
mal (Tup = Tdown) plasma with small parallel ion and electron temperature
gradients. The sheath-limited regime can be identified by the plasma target
density being approximately proportional to the upstream density (Fig. 2.3).
Sheath-limited plasmas are often sparse and hot, with significantly different
electron and ion temperatures at the targets due to the low frequency of
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ion-electron interaction. Due to the high target temperatures inducing high
heat fluxes and significant target sputtering and erosion, the sheath-limited
regime is not considered reactor-relevant.
2.4.3 Intermediate νSOL: the conduction-limited regime
At intermediate SOL collisionality heat transport is dominated by conduc-
tion, which can be described by the Spitzer-Ha¨rm heat conductivity [22].
The conducted heat flux density is dominated by the electrons due to
their smaller inertia, and the heat is transported along the parallel direction
by parallel heat flux gradients, cooling the plasma species along the parallel
distance of the SOL.
As a result of conductive heat transport dominating, the downstream
temperatures decrease below the required temperature to ionize the atoms
recycled at the target. Thus, ionization occurs within the SOL resulting in a
volumetric plasma source in front of the sheath. The cycle of recombination
at the target and volumetric ionization forms a thin (compared to L) volume
of high recycling. Thus, the regime is also referred to as the high recycling
regime. The outflow of recycled atoms and molecules from the plate results in
a build-up of density at the targets which is approximately proportional to the
cube of the upstream density (Fig. 2.3), and decreased target temperatures.
Although the peak divertor temperatures in the conduction-limited regime
are decreased to ∼ 5 eV, the strongly increasing target density and incident
particle flux to the target plate are sufficient to increase the incident heat
flux above the PFC limitations. Thus, the conduction-limited regime is not
considered as a viable operational regime for fusion power production.
2.4.4 High νSOL: the detached regime
At high SOL collisionality the target temperatures decrease sufficiently (Tt <
1 eV), through increasing density and volumetric power losses, for volumetric
recombination of ions and electrons, to occur. This additional plasma sink off
the targets results in the buildup of an atom and molecule density in front of
the targets with predominantly neutral atoms and molecules incident on the
targets, a characteristic of the detached regime. Due to the neutral cushion
in front of the targets the target plasma density decreases as a function of
upstream density (Fig. 2.3). The incident ions reaching the cushion are cooled
by ion-atom friction, thereby transferring their momentum to the atoms by
charge exchange (CX) reactions. These processes result in pressure and power
losses, which reduce the heat flux density incident on the target to within
the PFC limits as power is mainly transported by cool, drifting atoms and
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of plasma detachment regimes [23].
molecules. Thus, the detached regime is a prospective operational regime for
ITER, and future fusion power plants.
2.5 Plasma detachment
To ensure sufficient lifetime of the divertor in future fusion power plants,
operation under partial detachment is required. Partial detachment is de-
fined as a significant reduction in heat flux and pressure in the parallel (to
the magnetic field lines) direction between the OMP and target for the first
few (≈ 2) power decay lengths in the SOL (Fig. 2.4). Here, the power decay
length is defined as the decay factor of the exponential fit to the radial profile
of the parallel heat flux density at the OMP. Partial detachment typically
starts at the strike points and evolves radially outwards. For very low peak
power loads and detachment over several power widths detachment is con-
sidered to be pronounced, with the far SOL plasma still attached (Fig. 2.4).
To achieve a reduction in plate particle current over the entire divertor a
volume of neutral atoms and molecules up to the vessel walls is required,
which is described as full divertor detachment (Fig. 2.4). Since the inner
target detaches at lower upstream separatrix densities than the outer target,
due to the longer connection length over the top of the device, in standard
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Figure 2.5: Schematic outlining the processes taking place in fusion plasmas.
The plasma power is assumed to enter at the upstream location (left side) and
is dissipated along the connection length (horizontal direction) and deposited
at the target (right side). Here, darker particle color indicates more energy
carried by the particle [25].
conditions, the outer target is considered the most critical location. [23]
The decrease in ion flux to the targets is due to neutral atoms and
molecules, unaffected by the magnetic fields, forming a shielding volume
in front of the divertor targets. In order for a neutral cushion to form, the
target temperatures need to be considerably below the ionizing potential of
the atoms (13.6 eV for hydrogen). In practice, detachment occurs at target
temperatures below ≈1 eV and at high densities. At these conditions vol-
umetric recombination of the plasma becomes significant, and is considered
to play a central role in divertor detachment [24].
To achieve sufficiently low temperatures for detachment to occur, power
dissipation must occur between the upstream and target locations. Prin-
cipally, power in fusion plasmas is dissipated by radiative power losses, as
particles tend to be deposited onto the targets and walls in a localized fash-
ion. The main power dissipation processes in fusion plasmas are presented
in figure 2.5. Line radiation of hydrogen and impurity ions are significant
radiative processes processes in fusion plasmas. Line radiation occurs when
bound, excited electrons of hydrogen and impurity atoms or partially ionized
impurities relaxes by photon emission (Fig. 2.5). In the case of hydrogen
line radiation the dominant radiative process is Lyman-alpha (Ly-α) radia-
tion [26]. Impurities of higher atomic number are strongly radiating over a
wider temperature range than hydrogen due to higher ionization potentials
and, thus, more electronic levels at higher temperatures. The line radiation
power increases with density and excitation processes in the plasma. Thus,
in order to achieve detachment seeding impurities can be injected into the
divertor legs to radiate power in the SOL and achieve detachment at lower
upstream temperatures.
There are several volumetric recombination processes taking place in
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fusion-relevant plasmas and, thus, playing a role in divertor detachment. The
principal processes are radiative recombination and three-body recombination,
together referred to as electron-ion recombination (EIR) (Fig. 2.5). In radia-
tive recombination an electron and ion combine to form an atom where the
ionization potential, also referred to as the binding energy, released excites
the atom. The formed atom then undergoes a radiative relaxation cascade,
resulting in the binding energy being radiated away. In three-body recom-
bination an ion reacts with two electrons to form an atom and an electron
with a continuous kinetic energy distribution [24].
There are also additional recombination processes, such as charge-exchange
recombination, dissociative recombination of molecular ions, and molecule as-
sisted recombination (MAR) [24]. MAR and dissociative recombination are
processes related to molecular hydrogen and, more specifically, to rovibra-
tional and molecular ions, respectively. It has been found that the MAR rate
can significantly exceed the EIR rates [27], indicating that molecules may
play a role in the onset of divertor detachment.
Molecules also play a role in fusion-relevant plasmas through other pro-
cesses, in addition to recombination. The dissociation of molecules and
molecular ions into atoms, ions, or a combination of both is an immedi-
ate result of molecules in fusion plasmas. Molecules can be dissociated by
electrons or ions when the energies are sufficient to break the intramolecu-
lar bonds. When a molecule is dissociated the resulting products are born
with an associated energy, the dissociation energy. The dissociation energy
is supplied by the reactants, and a fraction of this energy is carried by the re-
sulting products, based on the Franck-Condon principle. The Franck-Condon
principle states that electronic transitions are instantaneous compared to the
molecular time scale. Thus, when a molecule is dissociated the products must
be compatible with the rovibrational momenta of the molecule and position.
The energy required for the products to be compatible with the molecular
rovibrational state and position is the Franck-Condon energy and is carried
by the products. Thus, molecular dissociation transfers energy from the re-
actants, and the products retain the Franck-Condon energy, and acts as a
molecule sink and atom or ion source, depending on the process [28].
The ionization of atoms or partially ionized impurities is facilitated by en-
ergetic electrons (Fig. 2.5). The ionization potential needs to be supplied by
the electron to free a bound electron. Thus, ionization is an electron power
sink, and binding energy is transferred to the formed ion as potential en-
ergy. This energy is released upon recombination as the kinetic energy of the
products of three-body recombination or lost as radiation in radiative recom-
bination processes. If the ion reaches the wall or target the binding energy
is deposited onto the target as the ion undergoes surface recombination.
Chapter 3
Methods
3.1 Modeling scrape-off layer plasmas
Plasma transport occurs in a six-dimensional spatial-velocity phase-space,
and is therefore said to be a kinetic phenomenon. Plasma physics can be
considered as a closure of Maxwell’s equations by means of constitutive rela-
tions : expressions for the charge density ρc and the current density j in terms
of the electric and magnetic fields E and B. Let Fj(x.v, t) be the exact phase-
space density of plasma species j at point (x,v) at time t normalized such
that: ∫
Fj(x,v, t)d3v = nj(x, t). (3.1)
Thus the constitutive relations can be expressed as
ρc =
∑
j
ej
∫
Fj(x,v, t)d3v, (3.2)
j =
∑
j
es
∫
vFj(x,v, t)d3v. (3.3)
Phase-space conservation requires that
DjFj =
(
∂
∂t
+ v∇+ Zσe
mσ
(E + v ×B) · ∇v
)
Fj = 0 (3.4)
where Dj represents the phase-space derivative for species j, ∇ the real-
space operator, ∇v the velocity-space gradient operator, j ∈ {e, i, n, Z},
and e, i, n and Z are the electrons, ions, neutral and impurity species,
respectively. [29]
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Solving equations 3.1–3.4 requires determining Fj in terms of the elec-
tromagnetic fields, for which theoretical formulations exists. However, equa-
tion 3.4 considers all scales without statistical averaging of the particle en-
semble, thus, Fj describes the motion of discrete particles and considers the
field resulting from these particles. Solving equations 3.1–3.4 constitutes
formulating a classical EM many-body problem too large to be solved. In-
stead a kinetic equation in spatial and velocity space can be derived using
ensemble-averaging [29].
Let fj ≡ 〈Fj〉ensemble, resulting in equation 3.4 becoming the ensemble-
averaged kinetic equation
Djfj =
(
∂
∂t
+ v∇+ Zσe
mσ
(E + v ×B) · ∇v
)
fj = Cj(f), (3.5)
where Cj(f) is the collision operator of species j, which describes particle
encounters of j with like-particles and other species. The collision operator
is not necessarily linear and usually involves the distribution function of all
interacting species, signified by omission of the argument subscript [29].
3.1.1 Fluid modeling and the Braginskii equations
Solving equation 3.5 exactly is, however, still a computationally significant
task. Additionally, the attained species distribution functions contain vastly
more information than relevant, or necessary, for plasmas considered for fu-
sion applications. The sheath-limited to conduction-limited regime transi-
tions occurs at νsol ≈ 10 and conduction-limited to detached regime transi-
tion occurs at νSOL ≈ 100 [18], at which point fluid analysis of the plasma can
be applied. At such conditions the plasma fluid equations, derived by taking
velocity (v) moments of equation 3.5, can be used to solve equations 3.2
and 3.3. This reduces the problem to three dimensions, which is computa-
tionally preferable. Additionally, the fluid approximation results in quantities
relatable to experimental observations, such as densities, temperatures and
flow velocities [29] .
The zeroth order moment is the (number) density (nj), the first moment
the particle flux density (njVj), the second order moment the stress tensor
(Pj), and the third moment the energy flux density (Qj). The conventionality
is to express the second and third moments in the species’ rest frame (wj ≡
v −Vj, where Vj is the flow velocity), thus, describing the pressure tensor
(pj) and the heat flux density (qj), respectively. Similar treatment of the
collision operator when considering plasma particle, momentum, and energy
conservation yields the friction force (Fjj′) and the kinetic energy change
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(Wjj′) between particle species j and j
′. Here, Wjj′ considers the energy
transfer between species through collisions and viscous friction [29].
These velocity moments of equation 3.5 produce a set of incomplete fluid
equations: each higher order moment introduces another unknown. For
collisional, unmagnetized plasmas, which are considered in this work, the
Chapman-Enskog closure scheme [30] can be applied to the particle mean
free paths. The resulting three first velocity moments in a parallel-radial
(cross-field) B coordinate system are the Braginskii equations for electrons
and ions [31]:
∂ne
∂t
+∇ · (neVe) = 0, (3.6)
mene
dVe
dt
+∇pe +∇ · pie + ene(E + Ve ×B) = F, (3.7)
3
2
dpe
dt
+
5
2
pe∇ ·Ve + pie : ∇Ve +∇qe = We, (3.8)
∂ni
∂t
+∇ · (niVi) = 0, (3.9)
mini
dVi
dt
+∇pi +∇ · pii − Zeni(E + Vi ×B) = −F, (3.10)
3
2
dpi
dt
+
5
2
pi∇ ·Vi + pii : ∇Vi +∇qi = Wi, (3.11)
where pj = njTj, d/dt is the material derivative and Z is the ion species
charge. Here, pij is the generalized viscosity tensor pij = Pj − pjI, where I
is the unit tensor, and
pij : ∇Vj ≡ (pij)αβ ∂(Vs)β
∂(x)α
. (3.12)
In equation 3.12 α and β refer to tensor indices.
The Braginskii equations are for a single ion species of charge Z and
ignores any source and sink terms from interactions with neutral gas, which
are added in section 3.2.
The closure scheme constitutes
(pij)αβ = −ηj
(
∂(Vj)α
∂(x)β
+
∂(Vj)β
∂(x)α
− 2
3
∇ ·Vjδαβ.
)
(3.13)
and
q‖e = −K‖e∇‖Te − 0.71
Tej‖
e
, (3.14)
q‖i = −K‖i∇‖Ti, (3.15)
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where ηj and Kj are the viscosity and thermal conduction coefficients. Here,
only the parallel heat fluxes are considered as they dominate over the perpen-
dicular heat fluxes for strong magnetic fields (ωcτcoll  1). Turbulent heat
fluxes dominated the perpendicular transport in edge modelling as presented
in section 3.2.
Following the same derivation the collision operator moments become
F‖ =
nej‖
σ‖
− 0.71n∇‖Te, (3.16)
Wi =
3me
mi
νeqn(Te − Ti), (3.17)
We = −Wi + j
2
σ‖
− 0.71j · ∇T
e
, (3.18)
where j = −ne(Ve −Vi) is the net plasma current, νeq the rate of Coulomb
energy exchange collisions, and σ‖ the parallel electric conductivity. Here,
the particle species are assumed to be at thermal equilibrium and as a result
their distribution functions are drifting Maxwellian distributions.
The first term in equation 3.16 describes the friction force caused by
relative ion-electron fluid motion and determines the electrical conductivity
of the plasma. As temperature increases the electrical conductivity decreases,
which is equivalent to the rate of Coulomb collisions decreasing [22]. Thus,
the electrical current is carried by the electrons in the high-velocity tail of
the Maxwellian distribution.
The smaller cross-section of hotter particles result in a thermal force con-
sidered in the second term of equation 3.16. Equation 3.17 represents the
thermal energy transferred between electrons and ions due to thermally-
equilibrating Coulomb collisions, and is correspondingly subtracted from
equation 3.18. The second term of equation 3.18 is the Ohmic heating of
the electrons, and the third term represents the work done against the ther-
mal force.
3.2 The multifluid code package UEDGE
UEDGE is a two-dimensional multifluid transport code for collisional edge
plasmas capable of simulating curvilinear geometries, such as actual tokamak
geometries that conform to shaped divertor surfaces [32]. UEDGE solves the
fluid equations on two-dimensional mesh grid. The curvilinear mesh is gen-
erated based on the poloidal flux surface from MHD codes such as EFIT [33].
The physics equations solved have been developed from the B2 equations of
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Figure 3.1: Single-null UEDGE geometry of the simulated region, showing
the coordinates used and the magnetic field components. The plasma current
Ip generates the poloidal field Bx and the vector w is the bi-normal direction
iˆ‖ × yˆ [7].
Braams [34], which in turn are modified Braginskii equations with ad hoc
radial diffusion coefficients simulating anomalous turbulent cross-field (ra-
dial) transport and volumetric sources and sinks associated with interactions
with neutral gas components. The diffusive/convective approximation of the
turbulent radial transport has been adopted due to the limited understand-
ing of plasma micro-turbulence, and should be verified against experimental
measurements or dedicated, kinetic simulations. Typically, only the diffu-
sive model is used. Parallel transport approximated classically with imposed
flux limits addressing kinetic effects [35]. UEDGE is capable of simulating
an arbitrary number of impurity species in addition to the plasma species.
The hydrogen atom gas is described by a detailed fluid model with a paral-
lel momentum equation. UEDGE is capable of calculating the electrostatic
potential with drift effects and electrical currents, and solves the equations
using a fully-implicit, modified Newton iteration [36, 37].
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3.2.1 The UEDGE equations
The basic UEDGE equations are given in [7], where the variable u denotes
the total velocity while the variable v is used for the classical velocity terms.
The total velocity, u can be split into the components ux and uy, where the
subscripts x and y refer to the poloidal and radial (cross-field) directions,
respectively (Fig. 3.1). The parallel (to the magnetic field lines) velocity
u‖ is taken to be classical: u‖ = v‖. Here, subscript ‖ refers to the parallel
direction. The classical components of the parallel velocity are denoted v and
differ by the anomalous diffusive term. The poloidal and radial components
of the parallel velocity are
ux,i =
Bx
B
v‖i + vE×B,x + v∇B,x, (3.19)
uy,i = −D⊥
ni
∂ni
∂y
+ V⊥ + vE×B,y + vvisc,y,i. (3.20)
Here, vE×B,k is the E × B-drift in k-direction, v∇B,k the sum of the cur-
vature and grad-B drifts in k-direction (chapter 2), and Bx the magnetic
field strength in the poloidal direction. D⊥ and V⊥ are the anomalous cross-
field (radial) transport coefficients characterizing radial transport, which is
assumed to be ambipolar. The last term in equation 3.20 describes the non-
ambipolar viscous drift which connects the electrostatic potential on adjacent
flux surfaces [38]. The electron velocities are of the same form as the ion ve-
locities presented above, except that the electron radial velocity does not
consider the viscous drift owing to their comparatively small gyroradii.
3.2.1.1 The continuity equation
The ion continuity equation solved in UEDGE is
∂
∂t
ni +
1√
g
∂
∂x
(√
g
hx
niux,i
)
+
1√
g
∂
∂y
(√
g
hx
niuy,i
)
= νina − νrni, (3.21)
where νi = ne〈σive〉 and νr = ne〈σrve〉 are the ionization and recombination
frequencies, respectively. UEDGE considers atomic processes through tem-
perature and density-dependent reaction rates (〈σrve〉 = [m3s−1]). Such reac-
tion rates are a description of atomic processes, and retrieved from databases
such as ADAS [39] and AMJUEL [40]. These reaction rates are discussed
in section 4. The metric coefficients hx ≡ 1/||∇x||, hy ≡ 1/||∇y||, and√
g = 2piRhxhy in equation 3.21 describe the curvature and nonuniformity
of the cells composing the numerical domain and are henceforth omitted for
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clarity. All divergence operators in the following equations should have these
terms added.
The time-derivative describes the time-dependent change in density caused
by the various plasma processes in each cell, and is zero at steady-state. The
remaining LHS terms describes the particle fluxes in the poloidal and radial
directions, respectively, and the RHS terms consider volumetric recombina-
tion sinks and ionization sources, respectively. The current UEDGE model
considers EIR and charge exchange recombination processes.
Equation 3.21 is solved separately for each ion species included in the sim-
ulation, and the electron density follows from the quasineutrality assumption.
3.2.1.2 The momentum equation
The ion parallel momentum equation solved in UEDGE is
∂
∂t
(miniv‖i) +
∂
∂x
(
miniv‖iux,i − ηx,i
∂v‖i
∂x
)
+
∂
∂y
(
miniv‖iuy,i − ηy,i
∂v‖i
∂y
)
=
Bx
B
(
−∂P
∂x
)
− naνCX(miv‖i −mav‖a) +manaνiv‖a − niνrmiv‖i, (3.22)
where ηx,i = (Bx/B)
2η‖ is the classical viscosity, ηy,i = minΥ‖a the anoma-
lous radial viscosity, P = pe + pi the total plasma pressure, νCX = ni〈σCXvi〉
is the ion-atom charge-exchange frequency, and the subscript a refers to neu-
tral hydrogen atoms. The miniv‖,iux,i-term describes the momentum flow
in the poloidal direction, and the η-terms refer to the viscous stress of the
fluid, also referred to as the momentum diffusion. Applying pressure in
the direction of the fluid will cause momentum diffusion in the direction of
the applied pressure. The fluid equations consider the pressure conservation
along each flux tube and, thus, the momentum distribution by pressure is
considered through the ηxi∂v‖,i/∂x-term. In the radial direction the plasma
can be flowing at different velocities in each flux-tube in what is consid-
ered to be laminar flow. The fluid friction between adjacent flux tubes, or
shear stress, decelerates the faster flowing plasma and accelerates the slower
flowing plasma, resulting in radial diffusive momentum transfer described by
ηy,i∂v‖,i/∂y. The miniv‖iuy,i-term describes the radial convection of parallel
momentum between adjacent flux tubes.
The RHS terms of equation 3.22 describe the momentum sinks and sources
considered in UEDGE. Ion-atom friction is mediated by CX reactions and
transfers momentum between hydrogen ions and atoms at a rate naνCX(miv‖i−
mav‖a), which is dependent on the relative velocity of the hydrogen ion and
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atom fluids. The last RHS terms describe the momentum gain and loss by
ionization and recombination since these processes change the mass and ve-
locity of the fluid species. The static pressure exerted by the plasma (pi)
is analogous to directional momentum and is included in the total pressure
term P = pe + pi.
Equation 3.22 is analogous to the Braginskii ion momentum equation
(eq. 3.10) with the addition on RHS momentum recombination sinks and ion-
ization sources, and a coupling to the atomic hydrogen momentum equation
through ion-atom friction. Additionally, the inertialess electron momentum
derived from equation 3.7,
F−∇pie −∇Pe + ene(E + Ve ×B) = 0 (3.23)
has been used to eliminate the electric field and viscous contributions. Here,
F is given by equation 3.16. Applying equation 3.23 results in the electron
pressure (pe) contribution to the total plasma pressure P through which the
electron momentum contribution is considered.
3.2.1.3 The energy equations
The electron energy equation is
∂
∂t
(
3
2
neTe
)
+
∂
∂x
[
Cx,eneux,eTe − κx,e∂Te
∂x
− 0.71neTeBx
B
J‖
ene
]
+
∂
∂y
[
Cy,eneuy,eTe − κy,e∂Te
∂y
]
= j · E
+
∑
α
jα
ene
·
(
∇‖pe −∇⊥
∑
α
pα
)
− νeq(Te − Ti) + SEe, (3.24)
where κx,j = (Bx/B)
2κ‖j the classical heat conductivity, κy,j = nχj the
anomalous radial heat conductivity, Cxj,yj the convection coefficients, νeq the
aforementioned rate of Coulomb energy exchange collisions, j‖ the parallel
current (section. 3.2.1.4), and jα the component of ion all ion species α to
the total current (jα ≡ ZαenαVα). Thus,
∑
α jα = j + eneVe where j is the
total current.
The first and second square brackets on the LHS of equation 3.24 are the
heat fluxes Qqx,e and Qqy,e, respectively. The first term and second terms
of the heat fluxes are the convected and conducted heat fluxes, respectively,
in the appropriate direction. Here, the second terms is analogous to the
Spitzer-Ha¨rm heat conductivity.
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The first term of the RHS is the Ohmic heating term. This form of
equation 3.24 is derived by using the inertial electron momentum equation
and the pressure-balance equation J × B = ∇⊥(pe +
∑
α pα). The second
RHS term, where
∑
α(jα/ene) describes the ion flow, also results from this
derivation and describes the energy change by the pressure-gradient force.
The third term describes ion-electron thermal equipartition which transfers
energy between ions and electrons and is offset by the same term of opposite
sign in the ion energy equation (eq. 3.25). The SEe-term represents vol-
umetric sinks and sources, especially radiation and the dissociation energy,
which are electron energy sinks. UEDGE computes Ly-α radiation to occur
at regions of high ionization rates due to the excitation frequencies being
high at such conditions.
The ion energy equation is
∂
∂t
(
3
2
niTi
)
+
∂
∂x
([
Cx,iniux,iTi − κx,i∂Ti
∂x
]
− ηx,i∂v‖i
∂x
)
+
∂
∂y
([
Cy,iniuy,iTi − κy,i∂Ti
∂y
]
− ηy,i∂v‖i
∂y
)
= u · ∇pi
+ νeq(Te − Ti) +Keq,g(Ta − Ti)
+Keq,im(Tm − Ti) + 1
2
miv
2
‖iniνi −
1
2
miv
2
‖iniνr + SEi, (3.25)
with ηx,y, κx,y, νi, νr, κi, and Cx,y as described above and subscripts a and m
refer to the atomic and molecular species, respectively. The terms in square
brackets are ion heat fluxes in respective directions (Qx,i and Qy,i), analogous
to the electron heat fluxes.
The viscous contributions in the second and third LHS terms are viscous
heating of the ion fluid due to pressure and fluid shear, respectively. The
viscous terms are omitted from the electron energy equation (eq. 3.24) due
to the small inertia of electrons compared to the ions. The first term on the
RHS describes energy transfer by the pressure-gradient force and the second
term is the thermal equipartition energy between ions and electrons, which
is offset by the same term of opposite sign in the electron energy equation.
The third term describes the ion-atom energy exchange which is dominated
by the large volumetric CX rate (Keq,a ≈ minaνCX) resulting in Ta = Ti,
with the same term of opposite sign considered in the atom energy equation.
Here, the Keq,m(Tm − Ti)-term describes the non-resonant, elastic scatter-
ing energy exchange events between ions and molecules, with the same term
of opposite sign being considered in the molecular energy equation. This
term is only considered when the molecular energy equation is solved. The
1
2
miv
2
‖,iniν-terms describe ion ionization sources and recombination sinks.
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For Maxwellian species these terms are given by 1
2
Taniνi and
1
2
Tiniνr, re-
spectively, with the same terms of opposite signs considered in the atom
energy equation. SEi are other volumetric ion energy sinks and sources, such
as neutral beam injection (NBI) and radio-frequency (RF) heating.
3.2.1.4 The potential equation
By assuming quasineutrality, and taking the difference of the ion and electron
continuity equations the plasma potential (φ) equation is derived:
∇ · J(φ) = ∂
∂x
Jx +
∂
∂y
Jy, (3.26)
The current considered in equation 3.26 excludes the magnetization current
and is
J =
[
nee(vi,∇B − ve,∇B) · xˆ + J‖Bx
B
]
xˆ + ne(vi − ve)yˆ, (3.27)
where nee(vi,∇B − ve,∇B) · xˆ is independent of φ and acts as a source term
in equation 3.26. In equation 3.27, J‖ is derived from the inertialess electron
momentum equation:
J‖ =
ene
0.51meνee
Bx
B
(
1
ne
∂pe
∂x
− e∂φ
∂x
+ 0.71
∂Te
∂x
)
, (3.28)
where νee refers to the electron self-collisionality frequency [22].
3.2.1.5 The UEDGE fluid neutral model of hydrogen atoms
The fluid neutral model utilized in UEDGE for modeling hydrogen atoms
assumes the atoms to be an inertial fluid. The equations solved for hydrogen
atoms are presented below, starting from the atom continuity equation
∂
∂t
na +
∂
∂x
(navx,a) +
∂
∂y
(navy,a) = −νina + νrni + νdnm. (3.29)
Here, the RHS atom source and sink terms correspond to the sink and
source terms, respectively, in the ion continuity equation (eq. 3.21) and
νd = ne〈σdvm〉 is the hydrogen atom source due to dissociation of molecules
(eq. 3.34). UEDGE assumes each molecule to dissociate into two hydro-
gen atoms, thus, molecular ions are not considered here. A corresponding
equation is solved for impurity atoms, without considering dissociation since
impurity molecules are not considered in the model.
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The parallel momentum equation solved for the hydrogen atoms is
∂
∂t
(manav‖a) +
∂
∂x
(
manav‖augx,a − ηx,a
∂v‖a
∂x
)
+
∂
∂y
(
manav‖iuy,a − ηy,a
∂v‖a
∂y
)
=
Bx
B
(
−∂pa
∂x
)
+ naνCX(miv‖i −mav‖g)−manaνiv‖a + niνrmiv‖i, (3.30)
where the viscous coefficients ηa ≈ manaTa/(maνel,a) are determined by the
elastic collision scattering frequency with other particles, νel,a. The pressure-
driven momentum transport is analogous to that of the ion momentum equa-
tion and the remaining RHS terms are sinks and sources corresponding to
the sources and sinks, respectively, of the ion momentum equation (eq. 3.22).
The inertial and viscous terms in equation 3.30 can be neglected by as-
suming subsonic parallel-B atom velocities, resulting in a simple expression
for perpendicular velocity:
v⊥a = v⊥i − ∇⊥(naTa)
manaνCX
. (3.31)
The neutral atom energy equation is
∂
∂t
(
3
2
naTa
)
+
∂
∂x
([
Cx,anaux,aTa − κx,a∂Ta
∂x
]
− ηx,a∂v‖a
∂x
)
+
∂
∂y
([
Cy,anauy,aTa − κy,a∂Ta
∂y
]
− ηy,a∂v‖a
∂y
)
= u · ∇pa
+Keq,a(Ti − Ta) +Keq,am(Tm − Ta)
− 1
2
miv
2
‖iniνi +
1
2
miv
2
‖iniνr + SEa, (3.32)
where the atom thermal conductivity terms are given by κa ≈ naTa/(maνel)
analogous to the gaseous viscosity. The Keq,am(Tm−Ta)-term describes elastic
energy-exchange collisions between atoms and molecules, where Keq,am is the
volumetric atom-molecule energy transfer rate and is included in the molec-
ular temperature equation with opposite sign. This term is only considered
when the molecular energy equation is solved. The SEa-term describes vol-
umetric sources and sinks, such as the dissociation source of Franck-Condon
energy. The remaining terms are analogous to those in equation 3.25.
Coupled codes, such as SOLPS [4] or EDGE2D-EIRENE [5, 6] treat the
neutral species as kinetic particles. The particle trajectories of a test particle
population, and interactions with the plasma background and possibly a fluid
neutral background deduced from the test particles, are simulated. Based on
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the kinetic distribution of the ensemble, statistical estimates of the fluid
quantities on the kinetic solver (EIRENE) grid can be made. The fluid
quantities are then interpolated to the fluid solver grid and the neutral fluid
quantities used for a number of fluid solver iterations, after which the kinetic
neutrals are simulated again. This results in no numerical convergence of such
codes and a demand for significant computational power. In contrast, full
fluid models, such as the one utilized in UEDGE, reach numerical convergence
where the sum of all terms in the equations balance to ∼ 10−10 in steady-
state compared to individual terms of order unity. The omission of kinetic
effects can be alleviated by imposing flux limits in the parallel direction and
considering plasmas of sufficient collisionality.
Because UEDGE assumes strong CX coupling between hydrogen ions and
atoms, resulting in Ta ≈ Ti, the ion and atom energy equations are solved
together:
∂
∂t
(
3
2
(ni + na)Tia
)
+
∂
∂x
(
Cx,ia(niux,i + naux,a)Tia − (κx,i + κx,a)∂Tia
∂x
− ηx,i∂v‖i
∂x
− ηx,a∂v‖a
∂x
)
+
∂
∂y
([
Cy,ia(niuy,i + nauy,a)Tia − (κy,i + κy,a)∂Tia
∂y
]
− ηy,i∂v‖i
∂y
− ηy,a∂v‖a
∂y
)
= ui · ∇pi + ua · ∇pa + νeq(Te − Ti)
+ (Keq,am +Keq,im)(Tm − Tia) + (SEa + SEi), (3.33)
where the ia subscript signifies the mean of the ion and atom values. Al-
though the CX-coupling between the ion and atom parallel momentum equa-
tions is strong, the parallel momentum equations are solved separately. This
is due to the ions being subject to the Bohm-condition at the sheath edge,
while the velocity of the neutral atoms is not affected by the electrostatic
potential of the sheath.
3.2.1.6 UEDGE molecular hydrogen model
The UEDGE molecular model does not consider volume recombination of
molecules, molecular ions (D+2 ), vibrationally excited molecules, or radia-
tive molecular processes and assumes the only molecular source to be ion
and atom recycling as molecules at the target plates. Thus, the continuity
equation takes the form
∂
∂t
nm +
∂
∂x
(nmvx,m) +
∂
∂y
(nmvy,m) = −νdnm, (3.34)
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where the RHS describes the molecular sink due to dissociation. The molecules
are assumed diffusive with subsonic flow velocities, resulting in the expression
for velocity
vm = − 1
mmnm
∇pm
νela + νeli
+
νela
νela + νeli
va +
νeli
νela + νeli
vi. (3.35)
Here, the first term describes molecular velocities due to the pressure-gradient
force and the latter terms describes the conformity of the molecular veloc-
ity to the atom and ion velocities, respectively. The balance of the species
contribution and the pressure-gradient force is determined by the strength of
the elastic collisions: the stronger the elastic collisions, the more dominated
by the ions and atoms the molecular velocity becomes.
The basic molecular model uses constant, user-defined molecular temper-
atures on the UEDGE grid, which means the model is not self-consistent
with respect to energy. In order to better describe molecular processes in the
plasma a molecular energy equation is implemented according to
∂
∂t
(
3
2
nmTm
)
+
∂
∂x
([
Cx,mnmum,iTm − κx,m∂Tm
∂x
]
− ηx,m∂v‖m
∂x
)
+
∂
∂y
([
Cy,mnmuy,mTm − κy,m∂Tm
∂y
]
− ηy,m∂v‖m
∂y
)
(3.36)
= Keq,im(Ti − Tm) +Keq,gm(Ta − Tm) + SEm. (3.37)
Here, SEm represent volumetric molecular power sources and sinks, such
as the dissociative energy sink. The remaining terms are defined analogously
to the corresponding atomic and ionic terms terms (eqs. 3.30,3.32, and 3.25).
The molecular energy equation has been implemented in UEDGE, but is still
being verified at the time of writing of this thesis.
The UEDGE molecular model does not take into account MAR, facili-
tated by rovibrational molecules, and only considers neutral molecules. Each
molecule is dissociated into two atoms with the Franck-Condon energy by an
electron. Thus, UEDGE does not consider a number of molecular dissociation
and recombination processes [40], which might affect the plasma predictions.
3.2.1.7 A simplified impurity model in UEDGE
The impurity gas continuity is modeled by continuity equations analogous to
the ion and atom continuity equations (eq. 3.21 and 3.29), and the impurity
temperature is taken to be the common ion temperature. The ion gas is
modeled by a the diffusion equation where the diffusion coefficient is taken
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to be
Dz =
Tz
mz
(
νCX,zi + νCX,z +
16mi
3(mz+mi)
(νel,zi + νza + νzz)
) , (3.38)
where subscript z refers to the impurity ions of charge Z, νCX,zi to the CX
frequency between hydrogen and the impurity ion, and νCX,z to CX between
impurity atoms and ion species z. The factor of the last term describes the
elastic collision of impurity ions with hydrogen ions, atoms, and impurity
ions.
UEDGE can include impurity ions at the same level as the hydrogen
ion equations given above, including ionization and recombination between
charge states, interspecies friction, and thermal forces. However, for trace-
level impurities (small density compared to hydrogen), it is efficient to con-
sider a reduction on the impurity parallel momentum equations. This force-
balance model neglects inertial effects in the parallel momentum equation
in comparison to forces from pressure-gradient, thermal force, electric-field
force, and friction with hydrogen ions as follows:
Bx
B
[
−∂pz
∂x
+ αznz
∂Te
∂x
+ βznz
∂Ti
∂x
− ZenZ ∂φ
∂x
]
= (u‖z − u‖i)miniνiz, (3.39)
where αz and βz are defined in [41, 42, 7]. The first term in the square brack-
ets is the impurity pressure gradient force, the second and third the electron
and ion thermal forces, respectively. The last LHS term is the electrostatic
force in the SOL and the RHS describes the friction force of the ions with
other plasma species.
3.2.1.8 UEDGE boundary conditions
UEDGE has options for various sets of boundary conditions for tailoring of
simulations which are described in detail in [7]. This section outlines the
boundary conditions used within this work.
The core boundary conditions for ion and electron energy equations and
ion density are the primary independent variables of the UEDGE simulations.
The ion density at the core boundary, which is located well inside of the sep-
aratrix, is uniform and user defined. The electron density follows from the
impurity core boundary condition (below) through the quasineutrality con-
dition. The energy boundary conditions at the core are specified by constant
electron and ion power across the core boundary distributed uniformly along
the separatrix.
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The ion parallel velocity boundary conditions are the Bohm sheath con-
ditions of the plasma reaching sonic speed at the divertor plates, allowing
for supersonic parallel velocities, if the solution seeks such a state. The in-
ner and outer wall parallel velocity boundary conditions are slip boundary
conditions, du‖/dy = 0. Slip boundary conditions are also used for imposing
parallel velocity at the core boundary.
The energy equations, including the energy drift energy, have plate bound-
ary conditions set by the energy transmission factors for electrons and ions
according to Qqx,e = γeTeΓx,e and Qqx,i = γiTiΓx,i, respectively, where Qq is
the poloidal heat flux. The model used computes the sheath potential contri-
bution to the electron energy transmission factors γe from the solution using
sheath conditions consistent with the parallel current at the plates. The ki-
netic energy contributions to γe and γi are 2 and 2.5 for electrons and ions,
respectively. The radial boundary conditions for the ion and electron energy
equations are limited by the radial temperature gradient scale-lengths.
The potential boundary conditions at the walls are given by Neumann
boundary conditions (∂φ/∂y = 0) in the radial direction. At the plates the
potential has Dirichlet boundary conditions determined by the plate poten-
tials and sheath potential gradient as evaluated by UEDGE. At the core
the potential boundary condition is given by the second derivative of the
potential in the radial direction being zero.
The impurity density boundary conditions are given by zero impurity
atom particle flux over the boundary core and zero ion particle flux over
the core boundary with poloidally constant core boundary density. Radial
density gradient scale length boundary conditions are applied for the impurity
ions, with the walls reflecting the impurity atoms and absorbing all incoming
ions. In the parallel direction the impurity velocity is determined by the force-
balance equation, the plates reflect all incoming impurity atoms and absorb
all incoming impurity ions. The impurity sources are chemical sputtering
from deuterium ions and atoms according to the Haasz 1997 model with
low-energy corrections [7] and physical sputtering from deuterium ions and
atoms at the plates. At the PFR and SOL grid boundaries ion chemical and
physical sputtering is considered.
UEDGE allows for user-defined gas puffing at the walls or gas densities at
the core boundary. Here, uniform gas densities of 2×1013 m−3 have been set
at the core boundary. The hydrogen ion flux incident on the plates and walls
are recycled as hydrogen atoms according to Γa = −εrecΓi where εrec is the
recycling coefficient. Pumping is represented by wall and plate albedos (α)
which can be set to pump atoms and molecules locally at different rates, 1−α,
or uniformly. When molecules are included, PFR and SOL grid boundaries
and plates act as the single molecular source where Γm = −(1/2) (Γi + Γa)
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and εrec ∈ (−1, 0) acts as albedo. Hydrogen atoms and molecules have
Neumann boundary conditions (∂/∂y = 0) in the radial direction at the
walls.
Chapter 4
Implementation
4.1 UEDGE case setup
This work investigates UEDGE simulations of DIII-D shot 160299 and com-
panions at higher densities, 160300-02. Experimentally, the plasmas con-
stituted density scans in low-confinement mode to produce sheath-limited,
high-recycling and detached conditions to study the SOL and validate edge
fluid codes. The scans were performed at fixed plasma current (1.3 MA),
toroidal magnetic field (2.1 T), and total (ohmic and neutral beam) input
power (2.2 MW) in a configuration with the ion ∇B drift in the direction of
the lower divertor. The experimental setup and results are described in [43]
and [44].
The UEDGE simulations were performed on an EFIT MHD equilib-
rium dated December 10, 2013 corresponding to shot 160299 at 2230 ms
(Fig. 4.1). The UEDGE simulations evaluate steady-state plasmas for in-
put power Pin,i = Pin,e = 0.45 MW at core densities ranging between
ncore = 8 × 1018 − 5.9 × 1019 m−3 in increments of 1018 m−3, depending on
the neutral model. In these studies drifts were not included (no-drift simula-
tions). The core densities were varied to the upper and lower density limits
after which convergence was no longer achieved. The simulations were run in
time-dependent mode using the standard UEDGE Krylov-Newton solver [7]
until a steady state solution was obtained, and convergence assured by eval-
uating the solution at time step of 1020 s with small residuals. As a result
the time derivatives of the above UEDGE equations goes to zero and the
remaining terms can be considered rates constant in time at steady state.
Hydrogen atoms were included as inertial neutrals with recycling coeffi-
cient εrec = 1. When molecules were not included in the simulations (no-
molecule simulations), hydrogen atoms were uniformly pumped at the targets
38
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Figure 4.1: UEDGE MHD equilibrium used in this work.
at a 1% rate (α = 0.99). The simulations considered carbon as the primary
and only impurity species. The carbon ions were absorbed at the walls and
plates (εrec = 0) and the carbon atoms were fully recycled (α = 1), mimick-
ing recycling of hydrocarbons CH4. The dissociation energy per dissociated
molecule is defined as 10 eV in the simulations. The Franck-Condon energy
of each hydrogen atom is taken to be 2.5 eV per created atom, resulting in a
5 eV increase of the ion-atom fluid per dissociation reaction. The resulting
difference of 5 eV is lost as dissociation radiation.
The density-dependent, carbon multi-charge state rates for ionization,
recombination, radiation and CX used were ADAS B2 rates from SOLPS
5.0 compiled in February 2001. Temperature dependent log-log hydrogenic
rates from Stotler at PPPL (95/07/10) [7] were used. The hydrogen rate
coefficients used in the UEDGE simulations are presented in figure 4.2 to-
gether with the corresponding AMJUEL 2017 [40] and ADAS [39] rates.
The ADAS rates used for ionization and recombination are metastable un-
resolved 2012 hydrogen rates and the CX rates are metastable unresolved
1996 deuterium rates. The UEDGE ionization and recombination rates are
within 7% (20%) and 5% (8%) of the ADAS (AMJUEL) rates, respectively.
Here, the difference between the UEDGE and ADAS ionization rates are the
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Figure 4.2: UEDGE (black) ionization, recombination, CX and dissociation
rates as a function of temperature and electron densities of 1019 m−3 (left
column), 1020 m−3 (middle column) and 1021 m−3 (right column) plotted
together with the corresponding ADAS (green) and AMJUEL (red) rates.
Note the logarithmic axes.
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Figure 4.3: Assumed coefficients for anomalous radial thermal diffusion for
the electrons (black) and the ions (red), and particle diffusivity (green) used
in the UEDGE simulations. The radial profiles are plotted at the OMP.
largest at temperatures of ∼ 30 eV and low densities (ne ≈ 1018 m−3). No
ADAS dissociation or elastic scattering rates were available for the compar-
ison. The UEDGE elastic scattering rates for ion-atom, ion-molecule, and
molecule-atom elastic scattering are all equal to 5 × 10−16. Note that the
AMJUEL dissociation and elastic scattering rates are a function of temper-
ature and the energy of one of the colliding particles (E) [40], here taken
to be (left-to-right column) E = 0.1 eV, E = 0.5 eV, and E = 1 eV. The
UEDGE rates used for CX are within 20% of the AMJUEL rates, but are a
factor of ∼ 3 higher than the ADAS rates at low temperatures. The elastic
scattering rates used in UEDGE have no dependency on temperature and
are approximately one order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding
AMJUEL rates. The temperature dependent UEDGE dissociation rate is
∼ 30% higher the the AMJUEL rates at temperatures around T ≈ 10 eV
and decreases more rapidly as the temperature increases and are 45% lower
at T ≈ 100 eV.
Above the X-point the radial particle and electron heat diffusivities were
set to be radially varying according to figure 4.3. Below the X-point they
are assumed spatially constant: D⊥ = 1 m2s−1 and χe = 2 m2s−1. Here,
the radial ion thermal diffusivity was assumed to be constant in the whole
domain: χi = 0.75 m
2s−1 (Fig. 4.3). The global anomalous radial electric
conductivity was set to 10−8 and the convective coefficients were taken to
be 2.5. The anomalous radial viscosity coefficient was assumed to be Υ‖a =
2.6 m2s−1.
The flux limits imposed on the parallel transport were the parallel velocity
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of ion drifts for forward (red) and reversed (blue)
magnetic field directions in the divertor region of figure 4.1 [43].
flux limit (χv‖ = 1), the parallel heat flux limit for electrons and ions (χq‖,e =
0.21 and χq‖,i = 0.21, respectively), the poloidal, radial and nonorthogonal
gas diffusivity flux limits (χx,Dg = 1, χy,Dg = 1, and χxy,Dg = 1, respectively),
and the poloidal and radial gas temperature flux limits (χx,Tg = 1 and χy,Tg =
1, respectively).
The radial temperature gradient scale-lengths were set to 5 cm, for both
hydrogen and impurity ions as well as for electrons, for the radial boundary
condition of the energy equations. The ion densities were limited to at least
1016 m−3 and 1015 m−3 at the PFR and SOL grid boundary, respectively.
The impurity ion densities were limited to at least 107 m−3.
These studies investigate the effect of molecules on the plasma solution.
Thus, comparative UEDGE simulations with diffusive molecules of spatially
constant temperature included have been performed (molecule simulations).
When molecules were included, the hydrogen ion and atom fluxes incident on
the plates were fully recycled as  = 1 and hydrogen molecules were removed
by pumping at 1% rate (α = 0.99). The molecular temperatures were defined
to be Tm = 0.025 eV, Tm = 0.1 eV, Tm = 0.5 eV, and Tm = 1 eV.
Each set of data was evaluated with the ion∇B drift direction towards the
active X-point (forward BT , Fig. 4.4). Configurations with the ion ∇B drift
in the direction of the lower divertor typically result in divertor asymmetries,
where the ion density builds up at the inner plate and in the peak ion density
at the outer plate moves inside the PFR [43]. The E×B-drifts are generally
stronger than the ∇B-drifts since it scales as the inverse of the edge-plasma
scale length while ∇B scales as the inverse of the major radius. The E×B-
drifts are responsible for the transport across the separatrix (section 3.2.1.4
and Fig. 4.4) [45].
Chapter 5
Results
5.1 Divertor detachment
The main parameters controlled in fusion experiments are the input power
and density in the reactor, controlled by external heating and fueling, re-
spectively. At constant input power the plasma density is the independent
parameter required to compare experimental results and edge code predic-
tions. The electron densities at the separatrix can be deduced from ther-
mography using an infra-red camera (IRTV), bolometry and interferometry
measurements in DIII-D. Thus, the electron separatrix density is the param-
eter used for comparison of code predictions and experimental results. Here,
the separatrix electron density (ne,sep) is taken in the first flux tube at the
OMP. It is assumed that the electron separatrix density is representative of
the upstream conditions, and any processes affecting the target plasma con-
ditions are due to processes along the connection length. The outer target
conditions have been analyzed, as the outer target is considered the critical
location when considering plasma detachment. Alternatively, Te,OSP could
be used.
The pressure rolls over at ∼28% lower separatrix densities (ne,sep ≈
1.3 × 1019 m−3 and ne,sep ≈ 1 × 1019 m−3 no-molecule and molecule simula-
tions, respectively) before the ion and electron temperatures reach tempera-
tures typical for detachment (T ≈ 1 eV): 2.3× 1019 m−3 and 1.8× 1019 m−3,
no-molecule and molecule simulations, respectively (Fig. 5.1). As volumet-
ric power losses in the numerical domains increases at a close-to-linear rate
with the separatrix density (Fig. 5.2a), the drop in target temperature is
driven by the combined momentum and volumetric power losses. Increas-
ing the molecular temperature shifts the pressure (Fig. 5.1a), temperature
(Fig. 5.1b,c), current density (Fig. 5.1d) and power loss profiles (Fig. 5.2a)
43
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Figure 5.1: Plasma pressure (a,e), electron (b,f) and ion temperatures (c,g)
and current density (d,h) in the near SOL (a–d) and far SOL (e–h) as a
function of electron separatrix density. The dashed lines mark the separatrix
densities for which Te,peak,OT < 1.5 eV, considered as detached conditions,
for the simulations with corresponding color. Here, the distances to the
separatrix are mapped to the OMP and drifts are not included.
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Figure 5.2: Total volumetric power losses (a) and hydrogen (b), impurity (c),
and dissociation (d) contributions in the numerical domain as a function of
electron separatrix density. The dashed lines mark the separatrix densities
for which Te,peak,OT < 1.5 eV, considered as detached conditions, for the
simulations with corresponding color. Here, drifts are excluded.
to higher separatrix densities.
The total radiated power is 30% higher for the molecule simulations com-
pared to the no-molecule simulations at ne,sep ≈ 8 × 1018 m−3, and 55%
higher at ne,sep ≈ 1.6 × 1019 m−3 (Fig. 5.2a). This increase is due to more
hydrogen and impurity radiation at low separatrix densities and stronger
increase in radiation with increasing separatrix density of the molecule simu-
lations compared to the no-molecule simulations (Fig. 5.2b,c). The shape of
the hydrogen radiation profile closely matches the peak outer target electron
density (Fig. 5.3a). The relative shape of the hydrogen radiation and peak
electron density curves have the same general shape, with an increase around
ne,sep ≈ 1.5 × 1019 m−3 visible in both plots for the molecule simulations
(Figs. 5.2c and 5.3a). The impurity radiation does not appear to match the
peak target density curves, which is expected since carbon impurities radiate
further up the divertor leg towards the X-point.
The peak electron and density profiles in the divertor have the same gen-
eral shape for the no-molecule and molecule simulations, with the molecule
simulation profiles shifted to lower densities (Fig. 5.3a). Here, the roll over in
peak target electron density occurs at ne,sep ≈ 1.7×1019 m−3 for the molecule
simulations, whereas in the no-molecule simulations, the peak target electron
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Figure 5.3: Peak target electron (a), deuterium atom (b) and molecule (c)
densities as a function of separatrix density. The dashed lines mark the
separatrix densities for which Te,peak,OT < 1.5 eV, considered as detached
conditions, for the simulations with corresponding color. Here, drifts are
excluded.
density saturates at ne,sep ≈ 2.4×1019 m−3. The peak target electron density
profile of the no-molecule simulations indicates the electron density would roll
over if the separatrix density would be increased further. The peak target
atom density profiles are similar for the no-molecule and molecule simula-
tions (Fig. 5.3b). The molecule densities dominate over the atomic densities
and result in higher combined atom and molecule densities for the molecule
simulations compared to the no-molecule simulations (Fig. 5.3c). The peak
target molecular density increases at the same separatrix densities as the
current density to the target plate rolls over for the molecular simulations
with Tm = 0.025 eV (Fig. 5.3c and 5.4). As the molecular temperature is
raised from 0.025 eV to 1 eV, the molecule densities decrease by up to an
order of magnitude at high separatrix density.
The ion current density rolls over at similar separatrix densities as when
the ions and electrons reach T ≈ 1 eV (Figs. 5.1, 5.4). The roll over of
ion current density indicates onset of detachment at separatrix densities of
1.5×1019 m−3 and 2.1×1019 m−3, no-molecule and molecule simulations, re-
spectively. However, since the ion current current in the far SOL is generally
lower than at the separatrix by an order of magnitude and is not rolled over
(Fig. 5.1e,h) the plasma is not considered fully detached. Here, increasing the
molecular temperature from 0.025 eV to 1 eV increases the roll over in peak
current density to 9% higher separatrix densities, consistent with figures 5.1
and 5.2.
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Figure 5.4: Peak current density to the outer divertor plate as a function of
electron separatrix density. The peak current density profile is representative
of the peak current profile. The dashed lines mark the separatrix densities
for which Te,peak,OT < 1.5 eV, considered as detached conditions, for the
simulations with corresponding color. Here, drifts are excluded.
The perpendicular heat flux density incident on the outer target plate
indicate that the outer divertor plasma is pronouncedly to fully detached at
the highest separatrix densities (Fig. 5.5c). However, for the same separa-
trix densities the outer divertor plasma for the molecule simulations is pro-
nouncedly detached at nsep ≈ 1.5×1019 m−3, while the outer divertor plasma
for the no-molecule simulations is partially detached (Fig. 5.5b). The peak
perpendicular heat flux densities incident on the outer target and the peak
position decrease monotonously and moves radially out from the separatrix,
respectively, with increasing separatrix density (Fig. 5.5).
The volumetric power loss regions in the inner and outer divertor legs
are found to expand upstream with stronger detachment (Fig. 5.6), in agree-
ment with previous studies (section 2.4.4). Here, the molecule simulations
with Tm = 0.025 eV are considered to be representative of the cases with
higher molecular temperature. However, the spatial volumetric loss region
contracts with increasing molecular temperature. The volumetric loss region
detaches from the target plates together with the roll over in current den-
sity (Fig. 5.4). Hydrogen radiation is a factor of 1.4–3 and 7 higher than
impurity radiation and dissociation losses (only present in the molecule sim-
ulations), respectively (Fig. 5.2). Thus, the volumetric losses in the no-drift
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Figure 5.5: Profiles of perpendicular heat flux densities incident on the OT
along the distance of the target plate for ne,sep ≈ 7.3× 1018 m−3 (a), ne,sep ≈
1.5×1019 m−3 (b), and the highest ne,sep for each setup (c). The vertical line
marks the separatrix and negative rplate − rsep values refer to the PFR. The
black line is the upstream radial power profile. Here, and drifts are excluded.
Figure 5.6: Poloidal profiles of the volumetric power loss density for the no-
molecule (top row) and molecule (bottom row) simulations. The abscissa in
each plot is the major radius, and the ordinate is the vertical distance with the
black lines being the magnetic separatrix. Each column represents increasing
separatrix density and the last column shows the maximum separatrix density
for each model. Here, drifts are excluded.
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Figure 5.7: Poloidal profiles of the ionization source density for the no-
molecule (top row) and molecule (bottom row) simulations. The abscissa
in each plot is the major radius, and the ordinate is the vertical distance
with the black lines being the magnetic separatrix. Each column represents
increasing separatrix density and the last column shows the maximum sepa-
ratrix density for each model. Here, drifts are excluded.
cases are dominated by hydrogen radiation. The hydrogen losses are driven
by resonant line radiation, which are several orders of magnitude higher than
the recombination losses. The resulting volumetric power loss region has the
same spatial distribution as the ionization region in the UEDGE simulations
(Fig. 5.7).
The spatial displacement of the radiation region is accompanied by de-
creasing total hydrogen losses and increasing total impurity losses in the
numerical domain (Fig. 5.2). This is consistent with the fact that impuri-
ties radiate more strongly close to the X-point. Note that the densities in
the poloidal profiles are chosen so that the leftmost column are conduction-
limited cases (ne,sep ≈ 7.3× 1018 m−3), the middle column are cases close to
the onset of detachment (roll over in Jion,peak, ne,sep ≈ 1.5 × 1019 m−3) and
the rightmost column are the maximum ne,sep cases for that setup.
Volumetric recombination, considered to play a central role in plasma
detachment (section 2.4.4), is predicted to become significant in detached
plasma conditions (Fig. 5.8). From figure 5.8 the detachment of the inner
divertor target before the outer divertor target becomes apparent as the
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Figure 5.8: Poloidal profiles of the recombination source density for the no-
molecule (top row) and molecule (bottom row) simulations. The abscissa
in each plot is the major radius, and the ordinate is the vertical distance
with the black lines being the magnetic separatrix. Each column represents
increasing separatrix density, and the last column shows the maximum sep-
aratrix density for each model. Here, drifts are excluded.
volumetric recombination is significantly more pronounced here than at the
outer target. The spatial distribution of the volumetric recombination source
is the same as that of the electron density, as the recombination rate increases
with electron density (Fig. 5.9).
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Figure 5.9: Poloidal profiles of the electron density for the no-molecule (top
row) and molecule (bottom row) simulations. The abscissa in each plot is the
major radius, and the ordinate is the vertical distance with the black lines
being the magnetic separatrix. Each column represents increasing separatrix
density, and the last column shows the maximum separatrix density for each
model. Here, drifts are excluded.
5.2 The impact of drifts
Each set of simulations were carried out with drifts switched on (drift simula-
tions) and off (no-drift simulations). Here, only the no-molecule and molecule
simulations where Tm = 0.025 eV are presented, as this case is representative
of the molecule simulations.
Including drifts in the simulations affects the target plasma pressure,
temperatures and ion current densities similarly (Fig. 5.10). The plasma
pressure close the separatrix is reduced due to radial E×B drifts transporting
the plasma across the separatrix into the PFR where poloidal E × B drifts
transport causes a current into the inner divertor leg (Fig. 4.4 and 5.13).
As the separatrix density decreases, the ion and electron temperatures of
the drift simulations increase at higher rates than the no-drift simulation
temperatures. The same behaviour has been observed in previous studies
for no-molecule simulations [44]. UEDGE predicts 20% and 60% higher ion
temperatures for the drift simulations compared to the no-drift simulations
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Figure 5.10: Plasma pressure (a,e), electron (b,f) and ion temperatures (c,g)
and current density (d,h) in the near SOL (left column) and far SOL (right
column) as a function of electron separatrix density. The dashed lines mark
the separatrix densities for which Te,peak,OT < 1.5 eV, considered as detached
conditions, for the simulations with corresponding color. Here, the distances
to the separatrix are mapped to the OMP.
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for the no-molecule and molecule simulations, respectively. This behavior
imposes a low-separatrix density limit of the drift simulation convergence.
UEDGE predicts a local minima in the outer target current densities at
ne,sep ≈ 1.8 × 1019 m−3 and ne,sep ≈ 1.3 × 1019 m−3 for the no-molecule
and molecule simulations, respectively. The no-molecule simulation current
density rolls over at 10% higher densities, but there is no increase in the
roll over separatrix density for the molecule simulations (Fig. 5.11). The
increased roll over density of the no-molecule simulations is consistent with
previous results [44]. Here, the current densities incident on the outer target
plate of the molecule simulations are decreased more strongly compared to
the other setups, indicating stronger detachment at lower separatrix densities
(Fig. 5.11). This effect is not present for the no-molecule simulations at these
separatrix densities.
Figure 5.11: Peak current density to the inner divertor plate as a function of
electron separatrix density. The peak current density is representative of the
peak current incident on the target. The dashed lines mark the separatrix
densities for which Te,peak,OT < 1.5 eV, considered as detached conditions,
for the simulations with corresponding color.
The local minima of the ion current to the outer plate occurs at the same
separatrix density (ne,sep ≈ 1.8× 1019 m−3) as the peak target atom density
of the drift simulations decreases below the corresponding densities of the
no-drift simulations, for the no-molecule simulations (Fig. 5.12b and 5.11).
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Figure 5.12: Peak target electron (a), deuterium atom (b) and molecule (c)
densities as a function of separatrix density for the drift simulations. The
dashed lines mark the separatrix densities for which Te,peak,OT < 1.5 eV,
considered as detached conditions, for the simulations with corresponding
color.
For the molecule simulations, the minima corresponds to the peak target
molecule densities of the drift simulations decreasing below the corresponding
no-drift densities at ne,sep ≈ 1.3× 1019 m−3 (Fig. 5.12c and 5.11). The peak
target atom density of the no-molecule drift simulations increase to the level
of no-drift atom densities at high separatrix densities (Fig. 5.12). The peak
target molecule densities of the drift simulation, however, increase to higher
densities than the no-drift simulations. This explains why the roll over in
current density to the outer plate occurs at the same separatrix density for
both the drift and no-drift simulations.
At lower separatrix densities, the molecular simulation peak target den-
sities are higher than the no-drift simulations, the opposite being true for
the no-molecule simulations (Fig. 5.12). As the separatrix density increases,
the peak target densities of the molecule simulations decrease more rapidly
than the no-drift simulations, whereas the no-molecule simulation peak tar-
get densities converge towards the no-drift simulation peak target densities
(Fig. 5.12).
Including drifts causes a divertor asymmetry with ion and electron density
build up at the inner plate (Fig. 5.13). The electron densities of the molecule
simulations exceed ne ≈ 5 × 1019 m−3 in most of the inner divertor leg
for the no-drift simulations, and the additional charged particle influx by the
drifts increases the densities further. For the molecule simulations this causes
the electron densities in the inner leg to increase up to, and above, the X-
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Figure 5.13: Poloidal profiles of divertor electron densities for the no-molecule
(left column) and molecule (right column) simulations for the no-drift (upper
row) and drift (lower row) simulations at the highest nsep for each setup.
The abscissa in each plot is the major radius, and the ordinate is the vertical
distance with the black lines being the magnetic separatrix.
point, resulting in the same density in both divertor legs through the X-point
(Fig. 5.13). Here, the electron densities are representative of the combined
hydrogen and impurity ion densities due to the quasineutrality condition.
The asymmetry in the densities of the no-molecule simulations displaces
the volumetric loss region further upstream in the inner leg (Fig. 5.14). At
the outer leg, the volumetric loss region is displaced towards the PFR and
it is stretched towards the inner leg in the PFR, consistent with figure 4.4
(Fig. 5.14). The displacement of the volumetric loss region results in in-
creased impurity radiation for both the no-molecule and the molecule sim-
ulations. The increase in impurity radiation is significantly stronger for the
molecule simulations compared to the no-molecule simulations: 64% com-
pared to 13% (Fig. 5.15).
The large increase in impurity radiation for the molecule simulations com-
pared to the no-molecule cases are due to an X-point MARFE [46] form-
ing (Fig. 5.16). The MARFE occurs between separatrix densities between
ne,sep ≈ 1.58 × 1019 m−3 and ne,sep ≈ 1.65 × 1019 m−3 for the molecule sim-
ulations, but is not observed for separatrix densities in excess of ne,sep ≈
2.3 × 1019 m−3 for the no-molecule simulations. The MARFE is stable for
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Figure 5.14: Poloidal profiles of divertor power loss densities for the no-
molecule (left column) molecule (right column) simulations for the no-drit
(upper row) drift (lower row) simulations at the highest nsep for each setup.
The abscissa in each plot is the major radius, and the ordinate is the vertical
distance with the black lines being the magnetic separatrix.
Figure 5.15: Total volumetric power losses (a) and hydrogen (b), impurity
(c), and dissociation (d) contributions in the numerical domain as a function
of electron separatrix density. The dashed lines mark the separatrix densities
for which Te,peak,OT < 1.5 eV, considered as detached conditions, for the
simulations with corresponding color.
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Figure 5.16: Poloidal profiles of divertor impurity radiation for the no-
molecule (left column) molecule (right column) simulations for the no-drit
(upper row) drift (lower row) simulations at the highest nsep for each setup.
The abscissa in each plot is the major radius, and the ordinate is the vertical
distance with the black lines being the magnetic separatrix.
densities above this threshold, and increases in strength with increasing sepa-
ratrix density. The impurity radiation present in the no-molecule simulations
is also localized close to the X-point, in accordance with previous studies [47],
and is stronger for the drift simulations compared to the no-drift simulations.
The strongly radiating impurities inside the separatrix for the molecule
simulations result in temperatures sufficiently low for volumetric recombina-
tion within the separatrix (Fig. 5.17). The recombination source is strong
as electron densities are high in the divertor legs and at the X-point, and
the recombination rate increases with density (Fig. 5.13). Figure 5.8 indi-
cates that including drifts decreases the degree of plasma detachment at the
outer target for no-molecule simulations. This is in agreement with previous
studies [44]. However, for the molecule simulations the detachment becomes
significantly stronger as drifts are considered.
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Figure 5.17: Poloidal profiles of divertor recombination source for the no-
molecule (left column) molecule (right column) simulations for the no-drit
(upper row) drift (lower row) simulations at the highest nsep for each setup.
The abscissa in each plot is the major radius, and the ordinate is the vertical
distance with the black lines being the magnetic separatrix.
Chapter 6
Discussion
6.1 UEDGE-predicted detachment in atom-
only plasmas
The primary power loss processes for the no-molecule simulations are line
radiation of hydrogen and the intrinsic impurity carbon. Additionally, ion-
ization decreases the electron temperature by the binding energy, which is
carried by the ions. For the no-drift simulations, hydrogen-like radiation
(Ly-α) is the dominant loss process. However, at sufficiently high separa-
trix densities the impurity radiation becomes comparable to the hydrogen
radiation.
The onset of detachment is driven by increased atom and neutral molecule
densities in front of the targets, enabled by volumetric recombination in the
divertor. Volumetric recombination requires temperatures below Te ≈ 1 eV
(Fig. 4.2) and high electron densities (νr = ne〈σrve〉, eq. 3.21). When the
impurity radiation becomes significant, for the no-molecule simulations, the
combined contribution of radiation and the sheath and SOL potentials are
sufficient to decrease the electron temperature, and increase the electron
density, in front of the targets to temperatures below ∼ 1.5 mathrmeV .
Thus, volumetric recombination occurs in the high electron density regions,
detaching the plasma from the targets. This is accompanied by an increase
in the atomic density in front of the target (Fig. 6.1).
To achieve divertor detachment at lower separatrix densities more power
must be dissipated volumetrically in the SOL. An efficient process for SOL
power dissipation is impurity radiation. However, in the no-molecule sim-
ulations the impurity radiation contribution to the volumetric power losses
remains rather insignificant compared to the molecule simulations, even at
separatrix densities above 2 × 1019 m−3 (Fig. 5.2). Thus, intrinsic impurity
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Figure 6.1: Poloidal profiles of the atom density for the no-molecule (top row)
and molecule (bottom row) simulations. Each column represents increasing
separatrix density and the last column shows the maximum separatrix density
for each model. Here, drifts are excluded.
radiation by carbon is only significant for detachment to occur at high sepa-
ratrix densities. This illustrates the benefits of seeding impurities which can
increase the volumetric power losses sufficiently for detachment to occur at
lower separatrix densities.
6.2 The impact of molecules of defined tem-
perature on detachment
The molecular model in UEDGE considers the decreased number of recycled
particles from the walls and targets, since two hydrogen atoms constitute a
molecule. The dissociation energy, here taken to be 10 eV, is lost by the
electron population due to the dissociation process. The Franck-Condon
energy, here taken to be 2.5 eV per atom from dissociation, is gained by the
ion-atom fluid, and the remaining 5 eV is lost as dissociation radiation. Thus,
dissociation processes are a volumetric atom and ion-atom energy source and
an electron energy sink. Here, the Franck-Condon energy and radiation due
to dissociation processes are initial approximations and have not been verified
against experimental measurements or theoretical models.
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Figure 6.2: Poloidal profiles of the molecular density for the molecule sim-
ulations. Each column represents increasing separatrix density and the last
column shows the maximum separatrix density. Here, drifts are excluded.
Regions where the dissociation rates become significant (∼ 3 eV, Fig. 4.2),
strongly cool the electrons and heats the ion-atom fluid. Additionally, the
atomic density in front of the targets decreases as incident hydrogen ions and
atoms are recycled as molecules. Thus, detachment is driven by the neutral
atoms together with the molecules (Fig. 6.1). In the molecule simulations
the molecular density in front of the targets dominates over the atom density
(Fig. 6.2 and 6.1).
At low separatrix densities (ne,sep ≈ 1.3×1019 m−3) the impact of molecules
is small due to the high plasma temperatures (and thus high dissociation
rates) in the SOL dissociating the molecules in front of the targets (Fig. 5.1).
However, since the plasma is recycled as molecules at the targets, the dissoci-
ation energy is lost in the dissociation process close to the targets (Fig. 6.3),
which is observed as an ∼ 10 eV drop in the electron temperatures at the tar-
get (Fig. 5.1). The dissociative electron cooling results in electron tempera-
tures below ∼ 1.5 eV at lower separatrix densities (Fig. 5.1b,f). The decrease
in electron temperature strongly increases the ion-electron thermal exchange
frequency [22] and the ion-electron thermal equipartition, reducing the ion
temperatures, as well as increasing the recombination rates (Fig. 4.2), and
detaches the plasma. Once the plasma detaches, the molecules will diffuse
from the targets according to equation 3.35 to regions where the dissociation
rates become significant (∼ 3 eV, Fig. 4.2), expanding the dissociation region
further upstream the targets (Fig. 6.3).
The earlier onset of detachment of the molecule simulations compared
to the no-molecule simulations is due to strong dissociative electron cooling.
The dissociation (10 eV) and Franck-Condon (2.5 eV per atom) energies do,
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Figure 6.3: Poloidal profiles of the dissociation source for the molecule sim-
ulations. Each column represents increasing separatrix density and the last
column shows the maximum separatrix density for each model. Here, drifts
are excluded.
however, need to be verified. Decreasing the dissociation energy is expected
to affect the onset of detachment in UEDGE. Further work with varying dis-
sociation and Franck-Condon energies will be carried out to assess their effect
on the UEDGE predictions. If the effect of varying the energies is signifi-
cant it is important to verify the values used against theory or experimental
results.
When considering molecules in UEDGE molecular processes such as MAR,
vibrationally excited molecules, and molecular radiation are not considered.
Previous studies have shown that recombination plays a significant role in
divertor detachment [24] and that the rates of MAR, facilitated by molecular
ions, can be significantly higher than three-body recombination [27]. Thus,
including molecular ions into the simulations as a charged fluid species could
provide a valuable insight into molecular processes. Also considering vibra-
tionally excited molecules could impact the simulations as these molecules
have higher dissociation rates than vibrationally relaxed molecules. The
vibrational modes could be considered by finding the distribution of vibra-
tionally excited molecules in fusion relevant plasmas. The dissociation rates,
which are a superposition of the dissociation rates of the individual modes,
could be constructed and considered in UEDGE.
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6.3 Impact of increasing molecular tempera-
ture on divertor conditions
Increasing the molecular temperature shifts the pressure, temperature, cur-
rent density and volumetric power loss curves to higher separatrix densities
(Figs. 5.1,5.4, and 5.2). The UEDGE model used for user-defined molecular
temperature does not consider thermal equipartition between molecules and
ions or atoms. Thus, increasing the molecular temperature only influences
the molecule velocity indirectly through the pressure gradient (∇pm) by en-
abling steeper molecular gradients (eq. 3.35) and by providing more energy
to the atoms resulting from dissociation. The shift of plasma temperature,
pressure, and current density to higher separatrix densities is equivalent,
but unrelated, to an increase in plasma core power. Thus, the conclusion
is that increasing the molecular temperature of the molecules increases the
total power in the numerical domain for the UEDGE user-defined molecular
temperature model.
6.4 The impact of drifts
For configurations with the ion ∇B drift in the direction of the lower divertor
cause a divertor asymmetry across the inboard side [44]. The drifts transport
plasma towards the inner target, decreasing the outer target densities, thus,
shifting the detachment onset at the outer plate to higher separatrix densities
for the no-molecule simulations. For the molecule simulations, with Tm =
0.025 eV, the inclusion of drifts result in a stable X-point MARFE at densities
above 1.58 − 1.65 × 1019 m−3. This threshold increases by ∼15% as the
molecular temperature is increased to Tm = 0.5 eV.
The drift-driven flows cause an increase in plasma density in the inner
divertor leg further upstream towards the X-point when drifts are considered,
which can be observed for both the no-molecule and molecule simulations.
The density in the inner leg is significantly higher for the molecule simulations
compared to the no-molecule simulations when drifts are excluded. Thus,
when the drifts are switched on the increase in densities further upstream
is sufficient for a high-density front to form across the X-point region for
the molecule simulations. This high-density front connects the divertor legs
and the core domain and is postulated to cause the X-point MARFE. The
energy in the core region is efficiently radiated away by the partially ionized
impurities, decreasing the local temperature. The temperature decrease is
sufficient for volumetric recombination within the separatrix along the high-
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density front.
The X-point MARFE explains why there is no increase in separatrix den-
sity for the current density roll over. The X-point MARFE results in stronger
detachment of the molecule simulations considering drifts at the same sepa-
ratrix densities compared to the no-drift simulations. The X-point MARFE
could occur due to distinct regimes of the SOL plasma when molecules are
considered, or appear for the no-molecule simulations at sufficiently high
separatrix densities. The separatrix density for the no-molecule simulations
should be increased further in order to determine which is the case. If the
same effect is observed for the no-molecule simulations at sufficiently high
separatrix densities, then the outcome cannot be attributed to molecular
effects.
However, the processes causing the high-density front in both divertor
legs and core domain to occur is not yet fully understood. Investigations
need to be conducted to determine under which conditions the high-density
front occurs, and which processes are driving ion density buildup above the
X-point.
6.5 The UEDGE reaction and scattering rates
The UEDGE ionization, recombination, and dissociation rates were found
to be within 20%, 8%, and 44% of their ADAS and AMJUEL equivalents,
respectively. For CX the UEDGE and AMJUEL rates were a factor of ∼ 3
higher than the ADAS rates at temperatures below 1 eV. The UEDGE elastic
scattering rates were found to be approximately one order of magnitude
smaller than the AMJUEL elastic scattering rates. Since UEDGE uses the
elastic scattering rates for calculating a number of processes, such as the
kinetic thermal conductivity, thermal equipartition and diffusive velocities of
the atoms and molecules, a thorough investigation into the elastic scattering
rates must be conducted to determine them with confidence.
However, the AMJUEL rates for CX and elastic scattering were deter-
mined by the plasma temperature and particle impact energy, rather than by
plasma temperature and density like to other rates. Thus, further investiga-
tions regarding how to relate the plasma conditions to the the energy of the
colliding particles must be undertaken to confidently compare the UEDGE
and AMJUEL CX and elastic scattering rates.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
The work conducted in this thesis investigated the impact of molecules on
plasma detachment as predicted by the edge fluid code UEDGE for low-
confinement mode (L-mode) divertor plasma conditions in the DIII-D toka-
mak. UEDGE simulations were carried out with deuterium molecules being
excluded and included. The molecular model used considers molecules of
user-defined temperature in the UEDGE numerical domain. Here, the sim-
ulations considering molecules were carried out for spatially constant molec-
ular temperatures of Tm = 0.025 eV, Tm = 0.1 eV, Tm = 0.5 eV, and
Tm = 1 eV. The simulations were run for a magnetic configuration with
ion ∇B drifts in the direction of the lower divertor with cross-field drifts
excluded and included.
The no-drift simulations indicate that when molecules are considered
the plasma detaches at 25% lower separatrix densities compared to when
molecules are not included. This effect was attributed to strong Franck-
Condon cooling of the electrons associated with molecular dissociation, here
set to 10 eV. Increasing the molecular temperature from 0.025 eV to 1 eV
was found to shift the plasma detachment to 9% higher separatrix densities.
This was attributed to the hotter molecules increasing the total energy in
the numerical domain.
UEDGE simulations with cross-field drifts included predict higher plasma
densities at the inner target plate and divertor leg. This increases the sep-
aratrix densities required for plasma detachment in the no-molecule simu-
lations. For the molecule simulations assuming Tm = 0.025 eV, the inclu-
sion of drifts results in a stable X-point MARFE at densities above ne,sep ≈
1.58− 1.65× 1019 m−3. This threshold increases by ∼15% as the molecular
temperature is increased to Tm = 0.5 eV. A high-density region between the
inner and outer divertor legs forms in the core domain across the X-point
region for the cases considering molecules. The high-density front inside
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the core domain is postulated to cause the MARFE due to the buildup of
strongly radiating intrinsic impurities. The impurity line radiation losses
cools the plasma sufficiently for recombination to occur in the dense volume
inside the separatrix. This effect appears to be due to a further increase in
plasma density in the inner leg, which already high for the molecular simu-
lations when drifts are excluded, due to drift-driven flows.
The UEDGE-predicted ionization, recombination and dissociation rates
were found to be within 20%, 8%, and 44%, respectively, of the corresponding
ADAS and AMJUEL rates. However, the charge-exchange process rates in
UEDGE differed by up to a factor of 3 compared to the ADAS rates at low
ion temperatures. The UEDGE elastic scattering rates were found to be an
order of magnitude smaller than the AMJUEL rates, which enhances the
transport in UEDGE.
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